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(1) ‘I do what I do because it is the one and only
thing that I can do at all well. I am a lawyer, or a
stockbroker, or a professional cricketer, because I
have some real talent for that particular job. I am
a lawyer because I have a fluent tongue, and am
interested in legal subtleties; I am a stockbroker
because my judgment of the markets is quick and
sound; I am a professional cricketer because I can
bat unusually well. I agree that it might be better to
be a poet or a mathematician, but unfortunately I
have no talent for such pursuits.’
			

— G.H. Hardy

bed and buried
bled and buried
bread and buried
bred and buried
dread and buried
ed and buried
fed and buried
fled and buried
fred and buried
head and buried
lead and buried
led and buried
med and buried
ned and buried
pled and buried
read and buried
red and buried
said and buried
shed and buried
shred and buried
sled and buried
spread and buried
stead and buried
ted and buried
thread and buried
tread and buried
wed and buried
zed and buried
dead and carried
dead and harried
dead and married
dead and varied
bed and gone
bled and gone
bread and gone
bred and gone

dread and gone
ed and gone
fed and gone
fled and gone
fred and gone
head and gone
lead and gone
led and gone
med and gone
ned and gone
pled and gone
read and gone
red and gone
said and gone
shed and gone
shred and gone
sled and gone
spread and gone
stead and gone
ted and gone
thread and gone
tread and gone
wed and gone
zed and gone
dead and bon
dead and bonn
dead and braun
dead and brawn
dead and chon
dead and con
dead and conn
dead and dawn
dead and don
dead and drawn
dead and fawn
dead and john
dead and jon
dead and juan
dead and kahn
dead and khan

dead and lawn
dead and mon
dead and non
dead and on
dead and pawn
dead and prawn
dead and ron
dead and sean
dead and shawn
dead and spawn
dead and swan
dead and von
dead and wan
dead and won
dead and xian
dead and yawn
dead and yon
bed as a doornail
bled as a doornail
bread as a doornail
bred as a doornail
dread as a doornail
ed as a doornail
fed as a doornail
fled as a doornail
fred as a doornail
head as a doornail
lead as a doornail
led as a doornail
med as a doornail
ned as a doornail
pled as a doornail
read as a doornail
red as a doornail
said as a doornail
shed as a doornail
shred as a doornail
sled as a doornail
spread as a doornail

stead as a doornail
ted as a doornail
thread as a doornail
tread as a doornail
wed as a doornail
zed as a doornail
bed center
bled center
bread center
bred center
dread center
ed center
fed center
fled center
fred center
head center
lead center
led center
med center
ned center
pled center
read center
red center
said center
shed center
shred center
sled center
spread center
stead center
ted center
thread center
tread center
wed center
zed center
dead centre
dead enter
dead mentor
dead renter
dead stentor

dead tenner
dead tenor
dead venter
bed giveaway
bled giveaway
bread giveaway
bred giveaway
dread giveaway
ed giveaway
fed giveaway
fled giveaway
fred giveaway
head giveaway
lead giveaway
led giveaway
med giveaway
ned giveaway
pled giveaway
read giveaway
red giveaway
said giveaway
shed giveaway
shred giveaway
sled giveaway
spread giveaway
stead giveaway
ted giveaway
thread giveaway
tread giveaway
wed giveaway
zed giveaway
bed letter
bled letter
bread letter
bred letter
dread letter
ed letter
fed letter

fled letter
fred letter
head letter
lead letter
led letter
med letter
ned letter
pled letter
read letter
red letter
said letter
shed letter
shred letter
sled letter
spread letter
stead letter
ted letter
thread letter
tread letter
wed letter
zed letter
dead better
dead bettor
dead debtor
dead fetter
dead setter
dead sweater
bed loss
bled loss
bread loss
bred loss
dread loss
ed loss
fed loss
fled loss
fred loss
head loss
lead loss
led loss

med loss
ned loss
pled loss
read loss
red loss
said loss
shed loss
shred loss
sled loss
spread loss
stead loss
ted loss
thread loss
tread loss
wed loss
zed loss
dead bos
dead boss
dead cos
dead coss
dead cross
dead crosse
dead das
dead dos
dead doss
dead dross
dead floss
dead fosse
dead gloss
dead hawse
dead joss
dead kos
dead las
dead los
dead moss
dead os
dead ross
dead sauce
dead toss

bed meat
bled meat
bread meat
bred meat
dread meat
ed meat
fed meat
fled meat
fred meat
head meat
lead meat
led meat
med meat
ned meat
pled meat
read meat
red meat
said meat
shed meat
shred meat
sled meat
spread meat
stead meat
ted meat
thread meat
tread meat
wed meat
zed meat
dead beat
dead beet
dead bleat
dead cheat
dead cleat
dead crete
dead eat
dead feat
dead feet
dead fleet
dead gleet
dead greet

dead heat
dead meet
dead neat
dead peat
dead pete
dead pleat
dead seat
dead sheet
dead skeet
dead sleet
dead street
dead suite
dead sweet
dead teat
dead treat
dead tweet
dead wheat
bed on arrival
bled on arrival
bread on arrival
bred on arrival
dread on arrival
ed on arrival
fed on arrival
fled on arrival
fred on arrival
head on arrival
lead on arrival
led on arrival
med on arrival
ned on arrival
pled on arrival
read on arrival
red on arrival
said on arrival
shed on arrival
shred on arrival
sled on arrival
spread on arrival

stead on arrival
ted on arrival
thread on arrival
tread on arrival
wed on arrival
zed on arrival
dead on revival
dead on survival
bed wood
bled wood
bread wood
bred wood
dread wood
ed wood
fed wood
fled wood
fred wood
head wood
lead wood
led wood
med wood
ned wood
pled wood
read wood
red wood
said wood
shed wood
shred wood
sled wood
spread wood
stead wood
ted wood
thread wood
tread wood
wed wood
zed wood
dead could
dead good
dead hood

dead should
dead stood
dead would
dead you’d
creel in
eel in
feel in
heal in
heel in
keel in
kneel in
meal in
neal in
peal in
peel in
real in
reel in
riel in
seal in
seel in
spiel in
squeal in
steal in
steel in
steele in
stele in
teal in
veal in
we’ll in
wheel in
zeal in
creel out of
eel out of
feel out of
heal out of
heel out of
keel out of
kneel out of

meal out of
neal out of
peal out of
peel out of
real out of
reel out of
riel out of
seal out of
seel out of
spiel out of
squeal out of
steal out of
steel out of
steele out of
stele out of
teal out of
veal out of
we’ll out of
wheel out of
zeal out of
deal bout of
deal clout of
deal doubt of
deal drought of
deal flout of
deal gout of
deal grout of
deal knout of
deal kraut of
deal lout of
deal pout of
deal rout of
deal route of
deal scout of
deal shout of
deal snout of
deal spout of
deal sprout of
deal stout of
deal tout of

deal trout of
beer departed
cheer departed
clear departed
deer departed
ear departed
fear departed
gear departed
jeer departed
lear departed
meir departed
mere departed
mir departed
near departed
peer departed
pier departed
queer departed
rear departed
sear departed
sere departed
shear departed
sheer departed
smear departed
sneer departed
spear departed
sphere departed
steer departed
tear departed
veer departed
we’re departed
year departed
beer me!
cheer me!
clear me!
deer me!
ear me!
fear me!
gear me!

jeer me!
lear me!
meir me!
mere me!
mir me!
near me!
peer me!
pier me!
queer me!
rear me!
sear me!
sere me!
shear me!
sheer me!
smear me!
sneer me!
spear me!
sphere me!
steer me!
tear me!
veer me!
we’re me!
year me!
beth on
breath on
heth on
meth on
seth on
achieve into
aggrieve into
believe into
bereave into
conceive into
frost heave into
naive into
perceive into
plain weave into
qui vive into

receive into
relieve into
reprieve into
retrieve into
shore leave into
sick leave into
abide among
allied among
applied among
aside among
astride among
beside among
betide among
collide among
confide among
denied among
deride among
divide among
east side among
flood tide among
high tide among
implied among
inside among
low tide among
misguide among
outside among
preside among
provide among
replied among
reside among
subside among
supplied among
untied among
untried among
upside among
war bride among
worldwide among
abide between

allied between
applied between
aside between
astride between
beside between
betide between
collide between
confide between
denied between
deride between
divide between
east side between
flood tide between
high tide between
implied between
inside between
low tide between
misguide between
outside between
preside between
provide between
replied between
reside between
subside between
supplied between
untied between
untried between
upside between
war bride between
worldwide between
abide in favor of
allied in favor of
applied in favor of
aside in favor of
astride in favor of
beside in favor of
betide in favor of
collide in favor of
confide in favor of

denied in favor of
deride in favor of
divide in favor of
east side in favor of
flood tide in favor of
high tide in favor of
implied in favor of
inside in favor of
low tide in favor of
misguide in favor of
outside in favor of
preside in favor of
provide in favor of
replied in favor of
reside in favor of
subside in favor of
supplied in favor of
untied in favor of
untried in favor of
upside in favor of
war bride in favor of
worldwide in favor of
decide in aver of
decide in flavor of
decide in laver of
decide in quaver of
decide in raver of
decide in saver of
decide in savor of
decide in shaver of
decide in waiver of
decide in waver of
beck out
check out
cheque out
czech out
dec out
fleck out
heck out

lek out
neck out
peck out
sec out
spec out
speck out
tec out
tech out
trek out
whelk out
wreck out
deck bout
deck clout
deck doubt
deck drought
deck flout
deck gout
deck grout
deck knout
deck kraut
deck lout
deck pout
deck rout
deck route
deck scout
deck shout
deck snout
deck spout
deck sprout
deck stout
deck tout
deck trout
affair war against
ant bear war against
au pair war against
aware war against
bath chair war against
beware war against
black bear war against

brown bear war against
child care war against
compare war against
day care war against
deck chair war against
despair war against
due care war against
ensnare war against
forswear war against
foursquare war against
great bear war against
guard hair war against
health care war against
hot air war against
impair war against
lawn chair war against
light air war against
lord’s prayer war against
midair war against
pierre war against
prepare war against
repair war against
root hair war against
sea hare war against
set square war against
side chair war against
skin care war against
take care war against
times square war against
try square war against
unfair war against
voltaire war against
wing chair war against
word square war against
declare boar against
declare boer against
declare bore against
declare chore against
declare core against
declare corps against

declare crore against
declare door against
declare drawer against
declare floor against
declare for against
declare fore against
declare four against
declare gore against
declare hoar against
declare lore against
declare moore against
declare more against
declare nor against
declare oar against
declare or against
declare ore against
declare pore against
declare pour against
declare roar against
declare score against
declare shore against
declare snore against
declare soar against
declare sore against
declare spore against
declare store against
declare swore against
declare thor against
declare tor against
declare tore against
declare torr against
declare whore against
declare wore against
declare yore against
declare your against
abduct from
air duct from
bile duct from
conduct from

construct from
induct from
instruct from
obstruct from
bead to
bleed to
breed to
cede to
creed to
feed to
freed to
fried to
greed to
he’d to
heed to
keyed to
knead to
lead to
mead to
need to
plead to
read to
reed to
reid to
screed to
seed to
speed to
steed to
swede to
treed to
tweed to
weed to
beep down
bleep down
cheap down
cheep down
creep down
heap down

jeep down
keep down
leap down
peep down
reap down
seep down
sheep down
sleep down
steep down
sweep down
weep down
deep brown
deep clown
deep crown
deep drown
deep frown
deep gown
deep noun
deep town
assault on
basalt on
bile salt on
exalt on
old salt on
pole vault on
rock salt on
thrust fault on
affect from
bedecked from
collect from
confect from
connect from
correct from
deflect from
deject from
detect from
direct from
dissect from

effect from
eject from
elect from
erect from
expect from
infect from
inject from
inspect from
neglect from
object from
perfect from
prefect from
project from
protect from
reflect from
reject from
respect from
select from
subject from
suspect from
unchecked from
amend with
append with
ascend with
attend with
back end with
befriend with
best friend with
commend with
contend with
dead end with
depend with
descend with
distend with
expend with
extend with
fag end with
front end with
impend with

intend with
loose end with
misspend with
next friend with
offend with
portend with
pretend with
rear end with
sheet bend with
split end with
suspend with
tag end with
tail end with
tight end with
transcend with
unbend with
west end with
big sur to
chauffeur to
concur to
confer to
demur to
deter to
incur to
infer to
inter to
joint fir to
liqueur to
monsieur to
occur to
prefer to
recur to
refer to
transfer to
affect away from
bedecked away from
collect away from
confect away from

connect away from
correct away from
defect away from
deject away from
detect away from
direct away from
dissect away from
effect away from
eject away from
elect away from
erect away from
expect away from
infect away from
inject away from
inspect away from
neglect away from
object away from
perfect away from
project away from
protect away from
reflect away from
reject away from
respect away from
select away from
subject away from
suspect away from
unchecked away from
deflect abbe from
deflect allay from
deflect array from
deflect astray from
deflect ballet from
deflect betray from
deflect blue jay from
deflect bombay from
deflect bouquet from
deflect buffet from
deflect cafe from
deflect cathay from
deflect chalet from

deflect child’s play from
deflect cliche from
deflect convey from
deflect crochet from
deflect croquet from
deflect decay from
deflect defray from
deflect delay from
deflect dismay from
deflect display from
deflect dossier from
deflect essay from
deflect feast day from
deflect field day from
deflect filet from
deflect fillet from
deflect flag day from
deflect foul play from
deflect give way from
deflect good day from
deflect gray jay from
deflect green bay from
deflect hair spray from
deflect halfway from
deflect ira from
deflect leap day from
deflect lord’s day from
deflect make way from
deflect match play from
deflect may day from
deflect moray from
deflect name day from
deflect nikkei from
deflect obey from
deflect ok from
deflect okay from
deflect parfait from
deflect parquet from
deflect passe from
deflect portray from

deflect prepay from
deflect puree from
deflect purvey from
deflect red bay from
deflect repay from
deflect replay from
deflect risque from
deflect sachet from
deflect saint’s day from
deflect saute from
deflect school day from
deflect se from
deflect sick pay from
deflect soiree from
deflect sorbet from
deflect souffle from
deflect squeeze play from
deflect strike pay from
deflect stroke play from
deflect survey from
deflect sweet bay from
deflect tea tray from
deflect today from
deflect toupee from
deflect twelfth day from
deflect valet from
deflect x-ray from
alight by
all right by
alright by
arc light by
benight by
box kite by
brake light by
contrite by
despite by
dog bite by
egg white by
excite by

first light by
flea bite by
forthright by
good night by
green light by
ignite by
incite by
indict by
indite by
in flight by
in sight by
invite by
itch mite by
klieg light by
late blight by
leaf blight by
outright by
peep sight by
polite by
recite by
red light by
rewrite by
sit tight by
sound bite by
stage fright by
stage right by
tonight by
twelfth night by
upright by
uptight by
watch night by
white knight by
zinc white by
alight in
all right in
alright in
arc light in
benight in
box kite in

brake light in
contrite in
despite in
dog bite in
egg white in
excite in
first light in
flea bite in
forthright in
good night in
green light in
ignite in
incite in
indict in
indite in
in flight in
in sight in
invite in
itch mite in
klieg light in
late blight in
leaf blight in
outright in
peep sight in
polite in
recite in
red light in
rewrite in
sit tight in
sound bite in
stage fright in
stage right in
tonight in
twelfth night in
upright in
uptight in
watch night in
white knight in
zinc white in

alight with
all right with
alright with
arc light with
benight with
box kite with
brake light with
contrite with
despite with
dog bite with
egg white with
excite with
first light with
flea bite with
forthright with
good night with
green light with
ignite with
incite with
indict with
indite with
in flight with
in sight with
invite with
itch mite with
klieg light with
late blight with
leaf blight with
outright with
peep sight with
polite with
recite with
red light with
rewrite with
sit tight with
sound bite with
stage fright with
stage right with
tonight with
twelfth night with

upright with
uptight with
watch night with
white knight with
zinc white with
deliver the woods
accrued into
allude into
blood feud into
collude into
conclude into
denude into
dog food into
elude into
exclude into
extrude into
exude into
health food into
imbued into
include into
intrude into
obtrude into
preclude into
protrude into
pursued into
renewed into
seclude into
subdued into
accrued with
allude with
blood feud with
collude with
conclude with
denude with
dog food with
elude with
exclude with

extrude with
exude with
health food with
imbued with
include with
intrude with
obtrude with
preclude with
protrude with
pursued with
renewed with
seclude with
subdued with
delusions of pasteur
delusions of voyeur
at hand from
big band from
black hand from
brake band from
brass band from
by hand from
command from
crash land from
crown land from
dance band from
dead hand from
disband from
dry land from
expand from
firsthand from
glad hand from
in hand from
jazz band from
jug band from
left hand from
lymph gland from
offhand from
oil gland from

old hand from
on hand from
remand from
right hand from
steel band from
sweat gland from
unmanned from
unplanned from
whip hand from
withstand from
afloat from
bank note from
blue note from
capote from
connote from
denote from
devote from
eighth note from
frock coat from
grace note from
half note from
misquote from
outvote from
promote from
remote from
sack coat from
seed coat from
sore throat from
straw vote from
strep throat from
time note from
trench coat from
unquote from
whole note from
wild oat from
announce for
pronounce for
renounce for

troy ounce for
accrued of
allude of
blood feud of
collude of
conclude of
delude of
dog food of
elude of
exclude of
extrude of
exude of
health food of
imbued of
include of
intrude of
obtrude of
preclude of
protrude of
pursued of
renewed of
seclude of
subdued of
apart for some place
bar chart for some place
bit part for some place
black art for some place
by heart for some place
descartes for some place
eye chart for some place
fine art for some place
flip chart for some place
flow chart for some place
folk art for some place
fresh start for some place
head start for some place
impart for some place
kick start for some place

op art for some place
pie chart for some place
restart for some place
spare part for some place
take heart for some place
take part for some place
depart for bum place
depart for chum place
depart for come place
depart for crumb place
depart for drum place
depart for dumb place
depart for from place
depart for glum place
depart for gum place
depart for hum place
depart for I’m place
depart for mum place
depart for numb place
depart for plum place
depart for plumb place
depart for rhumb place
depart for rum place
depart for scrum place
depart for scum place
depart for slum place
depart for strum place
depart for sum place
depart for thrum place
depart for thumb place
depart for um place
depart for some ace
depart for some base
depart for some bass
depart for some brace
depart for some case
depart for some chase
depart for some dace
depart for some face
depart for some glace

depart for some grace
depart for some lace
depart for some mace
depart for some pace
depart for some race
depart for some space
depart for some thrace
depart for some trace
depart for some vase
apart from some place
bar chart from some place
bit part from some place
black art from some place
by heart from some place
descartes from some place
eye chart from some place
fine art from some place
flip chart from some place
flow chart from some place
folk art from some place
fresh start from some place
head start from some place
impart from some place
kick start from some place
op art from some place
pie chart from some place
restart from some place
spare part from some place
take heart from some place
take part from some place
depart from bum place
depart from chum place
depart from come place
depart from crumb place
depart from drum place
depart from dumb place
depart from from place
depart from glum place
depart from gum place

depart from hum place
depart from I’m place
depart from mum place
depart from numb place
depart from plum place
depart from plumb place
depart from rhumb place
depart from rum place
depart from scrum place
depart from scum place
depart from slum place
depart from strum place
depart from sum place
depart from thrum place
depart from thumb place
depart from um place
depart from some ace
depart from some base
depart from some bass
depart from some brace
depart from some case
depart from some chase
depart from some dace
depart from some face
depart from some glace
depart from some grace
depart from some lace
depart from some mace
depart from some pace
depart from some race
depart from some space
depart from some thrace
depart from some trace
depart from some vase
apart this life
bar chart this life
bit part this life
black art this life
by heart this life

descartes this life
eye chart this life
fine art this life
flip chart this life
flow chart this life
folk art this life
fresh start this life
head start this life
impart this life
kick start this life
op art this life
pie chart this life
restart this life
spare part this life
take heart this life
take part this life
depart bliss life
depart chris life
depart dis life
depart hiss life
depart kiss life
depart mis life
depart miss life
depart piss life
depart sis life
depart suisse life
depart swiss life
depart vis life
depart this fife
depart this knife
depart this rife
depart this strife
depart this wife
amend on
append on
ascend on
attend on
back end on
befriend on

best friend on
commend on
contend on
dead end on
defend on
descend on
distend on
expend on
extend on
fag end on
front end on
impend on
intend on
loose end on
misspend on
next friend on
offend on
portend on
pretend on
rear end on
sheet bend on
split end on
suspend on
tag end on
tail end on
tight end on
transcend on
unbend on
west end on
addict as
afflict as
conflict as
constrict as
convict as
evict as
inflict as
predict as
restrict as

alive of
arrive of
connive of
contrive of
crash dive of
derive of
disk drive of
hard drive of
line drive of
revive of
sex drive of
survive of
swan dive of
take five of
tape drive of
test drive of
alive from
arrive from
connive from
contrive from
crash dive from
deprive from
disk drive from
hard drive from
line drive from
revive from
sex drive from
survive from
swan dive from
take five from
tape drive from
test drive from
amend from
append from
ascend from
attend from
back end from
befriend from

best friend from
commend from
contend from
dead end from
defend from
depend from
distend from
expend from
extend from
fag end from
front end from
impend from
intend from
loose end from
misspend from
next friend from
offend from
portend from
pretend from
rear end from
sheet bend from
split end from
suspend from
tag end from
tail end from
tight end from
transcend from
unbend from
west end from
amend into
append into
ascend into
attend into
back end into
befriend into
best friend into
commend into
contend into
dead end into

defend into
depend into
distend into
expend into
extend into
fag end into
front end into
impend into
intend into
loose end into
misspend into
next friend into
offend into
portend into
pretend into
rear end into
sheet bend into
split end into
suspend into
tag end into
tail end into
tight end into
transcend into
unbend into
west end into
alert for
assert for
avert for
concert for
convert for
dessert for
divert for
dress shirt for
exert for
hair shirt for
inert for
insert for
invert for
overt for

pay dirt for
pervert for
revert for
sea squirt for
stuffed shirt for
subvert for
tee shirt for
turret for
unhurt for
align for
aline for
assign for
bank line for
bar line for
benign for
blood line for
blush wine for
branch line for
bus line for
cloud nine for
combine for
confine for
consign for
date line for
decline for
define for
divine for
enshrine for
entwine for
fault line for
foul line for
front line for
goal line for
ground pine for
high sign for
hot line for
incline for
jack pine for
jug wine for

land mine for
lead line for
load line for
log line for
main line for
malign for
opine for
pitch pine for
plumb line for
plus sign for
port wine for
punch line for
recline for
red line for
red pine for
red wine for
refine for
resign for
rhine wine for
scotch pine for
scots pine for
screw pine for
scrub pine for
short line for
sinn fein for
snow line for
spruce pine for
squall line for
state line for
straight line for
straw wine for
strip mine for
supine for
tag line for
tree line for
trunk line for
v sign for
white line for
white pine for
white wine for

assail for
avail for
blue whale for
brix scale for
bulk mail for
chain mail for
curtail for
derail for
email for
entail for
exhale for
fee tail for
fife rail for
fin whale for
forced sale for
for sale for
fresh gale for
gray whale for
impale for
inhale for
mare’s tail for
minke whale for
oil shale for
prevail for
retail for
right whale for
sea kale for
sea snail for
short sale for
sperm whale for
square sail for
strong gale for
sweet gale for
tall tale for
third rail for
toothed whale for
travail for
turn tail for
unveil for

wage scale for
white sale for
white whale for
whole gale for
assail to
avail to
blue whale to
brix scale to
bulk mail to
chain mail to
curtail to
derail to
email to
entail to
exhale to
fee tail to
fife rail to
fin whale to
forced sale to
for sale to
fresh gale to
gray whale to
impale to
inhale to
mare’s tail to
minke whale to
oil shale to
prevail to
retail to
right whale to
sea kale to
sea snail to
short sale to
sperm whale to
square sail to
strong gale to
sweet gale to
tall tale to
third rail to

toothed whale to
travail to
turn tail to
unveil to
wage scale to
white sale to
white whale to
whole gale to
affect in
bedecked in
collect in
confect in
connect in
correct in
defect in
deflect in
deject in
direct in
dissect in
effect in
eject in
elect in
erect in
expect in
infect in
inject in
inspect in
neglect in
object in
perfect in
project in
protect in
reflect in
reject in
respect in
select in
subject in
suspect in
unchecked in

big sur from
chauffeur from
concur from
confer from
defer from
demur from
incur from
infer from
inter from
joint fir from
liqueur from
monsieur from
occur from
prefer from
recur from
refer from
transfer from
envelop from
bevel for
level for
revel for
bevel of a job
level of a job
revel of a job
devil of a blob
devil of a bob
devil of a cob
devil of a cobb
devil of a daub
devil of a fob
devil of a glob
devil of a globe
devil of a gob
devil of a hob
devil of a knob
devil of a lob

devil of a lobe
devil of a mob
devil of a probe
devil of a rob
devil of a robe
devil of a slob
devil of a snob
devil of a sob
devil of a strobe
devil of a swab
devil of a throb
bevel of a time
level of a time
revel of a time
devil of a chime
devil of a chyme
devil of a climb
devil of a clime
devil of a crime
devil of a dime
devil of a grime
devil of an I’m
devil of a lime
devil of a mime
devil of a prime
devil of a rhyme
devil of a slime
devil of a thyme
bevel-may-care attitude
level-may-care attitude
revel-may-care attitude
devil-bay-care attitude
devil-bey-care attitude
devil-brae-care attitude
devil-bray-care attitude
devil-ca-care attitude
devil-cache-care attitude
devil-cay-care attitude

devil-clay-care attitude
devil-da-care attitude
devil-dak-care attitude
devil-day-care attitude
devil-de-care attitude
devil-dray-care attitude
devil-fay-care attitude
devil-fe-care attitude
devil-fey-care attitude
devil-flay-care attitude
devil-fray-care attitude
devil-frey-care attitude
devil-ga-care attitude
devil-gay-care attitude
devil-gray-care attitude
devil-grey-care attitude
devil-ha-care attitude
devil-hay-care attitude
devil-hey-care attitude
devil-jay-care attitude
devil-kay-care attitude
devil-lay-care attitude
devil-lei-care attitude
devil-les-care attitude
devil-ley-care attitude
devil-mae-care attitude
devil-mei-care attitude
devil-nay-care attitude
devil-ne-care attitude
devil-neigh-care attitude
devil-ole-care attitude
devil-pay-care attitude
devil-paye-care attitude
devil-play-care attitude
devil-pray-care attitude
devil-prey-care attitude
devil-quay-care attitude
devil-ray-care attitude
devil-re-care attitude
devil-say-care attitude

devil-slay-care attitude
devil-sleigh-care attitude
devil-splay-care attitude
devil-spray-care attitude
devil-stay-care attitude
devil-stray-care attitude
devil-sway-care attitude
devil-tay-care attitude
devil-they-care attitude
devil-tray-care attitude
devil-trey-care attitude
devil-way-care attitude
devil-weigh-care attitude
devil-whey-care attitude
devil-yay-care attitude
devil-yea-care attitude
devil-may-air attitude
devil-may-bare attitude
devil-may-bear attitude
devil-may-blair attitude
devil-may-blare attitude
devil-may-chair attitude
devil-may-claire attitude
devil-may-dare attitude
devil-may-err attitude
devil-may-fair attitude
devil-may-fare attitude
devil-may-flair attitude
devil-may-flare attitude
devil-may-glare attitude
devil-may-hair attitude
devil-may-hare attitude
devil-may-heir attitude
devil-may-herr attitude
devil-may-khmer attitude
devil-may-lair attitude
devil-may-mare attitude
devil-may-ne’er attitude
devil-may-pair attitude
devil-may-pare attitude

devil-may-pear attitude
devil-may-prayer attitude
devil-may-rare attitude
devil-may-scare attitude
devil-may-share attitude
devil-may-snare attitude
devil-may-spare attitude
devil-may-square attitude
devil-may-stair attitude
devil-may-stare attitude
devil-may-swear attitude
devil-may-tear attitude
devil-may-their attitude
devil-may-there attitude
devil-may-they’re attitude
devil-may-ware attitude
devil-may-wear attitude
devil-may-where attitude
absolve on
dissolve on
evolve on
involve on
resolve on
revolve on
afloat oneself to
bank note oneself to
blue note oneself to
capote oneself to
connote oneself to
demote oneself to
denote oneself to
eighth note oneself to
frock coat oneself to
grace note oneself to
half note oneself to
misquote oneself to
outvote oneself to
promote oneself to

remote oneself to
sack coat oneself to
seed coat oneself to
sore throat oneself to
straw vote oneself to
strep throat oneself to
time note oneself to
trench coat oneself to
unquote oneself to
whole note oneself to
wild oat oneself to
devote herself to
devote himself to
devote ice shelf to
devote itself to
devote myself to
devote yourself to
ribs on
griddle out of
diddle bout of
diddle clout of
diddle doubt of
diddle drought of
diddle flout of
diddle gout of
diddle grout of
diddle knout of
diddle kraut of
diddle lout of
diddle pout of
diddle rout of
diddle route of
diddle scout of
diddle shout of
diddle snout of
diddle spout of
diddle sprout of
diddle stout of

diddle tout of
diddle trout of
griddle with
didn’t air a whit
didn’t bare a whit
didn’t bear a whit
didn’t blair a whit
didn’t blare a whit
didn’t chair a whit
didn’t claire a whit
didn’t dare a whit
didn’t err a whit
didn’t fair a whit
didn’t fare a whit
didn’t flair a whit
didn’t flare a whit
didn’t glare a whit
didn’t hair a whit
didn’t hare a whit
didn’t heir a whit
didn’t herr a whit
didn’t khmer a whit
didn’t lair a whit
didn’t mare a whit
didn’t ne’er a whit
didn’t pair a whit
didn’t pare a whit
didn’t pear a whit
didn’t prayer a whit
didn’t rare a whit
didn’t scare a whit
didn’t share a whit
didn’t snare a whit
didn’t spare a whit
didn’t square a whit
didn’t stair a whit
didn’t stare a whit
didn’t swear a whit

didn’t tear a whit
didn’t their a whit
didn’t there a whit
didn’t they’re a whit
didn’t ware a whit
didn’t wear a whit
didn’t where a whit
didn’t care a bit
didn’t care a brit
didn’t care a britt
didn’t care a chit
didn’t care a fit
didn’t care a flit
didn’t care a get
didn’t care a grit
didn’t care a hit
didn’t care an it
didn’t care a kit
didn’t care a knit
didn’t care a lit
didn’t care a mitt
didn’t care a nit
didn’t care a pit
didn’t care a pitt
didn’t care a quit
didn’t care a schmidt
didn’t care a sit
didn’t care a skit
didn’t care a slit
didn’t care a spit
didn’t care a split
didn’t care a sprit
didn’t care a wit
didn’t care a witt
didn’t care a writ
didn’t accent gunpowder
didn’t ascent gunpowder
didn’t assent gunpowder
didn’t augment gunpowder

didn’t cement gunpowder
didn’t consent gunpowder
didn’t content gunpowder
didn’t descent gunpowder
didn’t dissent gunpowder
didn’t event gunpowder
didn’t extent gunpowder
didn’t ferment gunpowder
didn’t ground rent gunpowder
didn’t indent gunpowder
didn’t intent gunpowder
didn’t lament gunpowder
didn’t percent gunpowder
didn’t present gunpowder
didn’t prevent gunpowder
didn’t pup tent gunpowder
didn’t rack rent gunpowder
didn’t relent gunpowder
didn’t repent gunpowder
didn’t resent gunpowder
didn’t segment gunpowder
didn’t tashkent gunpowder
didn’t torment gunpowder
ai a death
aye a death
bi a death
buy a death
by a death
bye a death
chi a death
cry a death
di a death
dry a death
dye a death
eye a death
fly a death
fry a death
guy a death
hi a death

high a death
lie a death
ly a death
lye a death
mei a death
my a death
nigh a death
phi a death
pi a death
pie a death
ply a death
pry a death
psi a death
rye a death
shy a death
sigh a death
sky a death
sly a death
spry a death
spy a death
sri a death
sty a death
tai a death
thai a death
thigh a death
thy a death
tie a death
tri a death
try a death
vi a death
vie a death
why a death
wry a death
die a beth
die a breath
die a heth
die a meth
die a seth
ai a natural death

aye a natural death
bi a natural death
buy a natural death
by a natural death
bye a natural death
chi a natural death
cry a natural death
di a natural death
dry a natural death
dye a natural death
eye a natural death
fly a natural death
fry a natural death
guy a natural death
hi a natural death
high a natural death
lie a natural death
ly a natural death
lye a natural death
mei a natural death
my a natural death
nigh a natural death
phi a natural death
pi a natural death
pie a natural death
ply a natural death
pry a natural death
psi a natural death
rye a natural death
shy a natural death
sigh a natural death
sky a natural death
sly a natural death
spry a natural death
spy a natural death
sri a natural death
sty a natural death
tai a natural death
thai a natural death
thigh a natural death

thy a natural death
tie a natural death
tri a natural death
try a natural death
vi a natural death
vie a natural death
why a natural death
wry a natural death
die a natural beth
die a natural breath
die a natural heth
die a natural meth
die a natural seth
ai away
aye away
bi away
buy away
by away
bye away
chi away
cry away
di away
dry away
dye away
eye away
fly away
fry away
guy away
hi away
high away
lie away
ly away
lye away
mei away
my away
nigh away
phi away
pi away
pie away

ply away
pry away
psi away
rye away
shy away
sigh away
sky away
sly away
spry away
spy away
sri away
sty away
tai away
thai away
thigh away
thy away
tie away
tri away
try away
vi away
vie away
why away
wry away
die abbe
die allay
die array
die astray
die ballet
die betray
die blue jay
die bombay
die bouquet
die buffet
die cafe
die cathay
die chalet
die child’s play
die cliche
die convey
die crochet

die croquet
die decay
die defray
die delay
die dismay
die display
die dossier
die essay
die feast day
die field day
die filet
die fillet
die flag day
die foul play
die give way
die good day
die gray jay
die green bay
die hair spray
die halfway
die ira
die leap day
die lord’s day
die make way
die match play
die may day
die moray
die name day
die nikkei
die obey
die ok
die okay
die parfait
die parquet
die passe
die portray
die prepay
die puree
die purvey
die red bay

die repay
die replay
die risque
die sachet
die saint’s day
die saute
die school day
die se
die sick pay
die soiree
die sorbet
die souffle
die squeeze play
die strike pay
die stroke play
die survey
die sweet bay
die tea tray
die today
die toupee
die twelfth day
die valet
die x-ray
ai behind the wheel
aye behind the wheel
bi behind the wheel
buy behind the wheel
by behind the wheel
bye behind the wheel
chi behind the wheel
cry behind the wheel
di behind the wheel
dry behind the wheel
dye behind the wheel
eye behind the wheel
fly behind the wheel
fry behind the wheel
guy behind the wheel
hi behind the wheel

high behind the wheel
lie behind the wheel
ly behind the wheel
lye behind the wheel
mei behind the wheel
my behind the wheel
nigh behind the wheel
phi behind the wheel
pi behind the wheel
pie behind the wheel
ply behind the wheel
pry behind the wheel
psi behind the wheel
rye behind the wheel
shy behind the wheel
sigh behind the wheel
sky behind the wheel
sly behind the wheel
spry behind the wheel
spy behind the wheel
sri behind the wheel
sty behind the wheel
tai behind the wheel
thai behind the wheel
thigh behind the wheel
thy behind the wheel
tie behind the wheel
tri behind the wheel
try behind the wheel
vi behind the wheel
vie behind the wheel
why behind the wheel
wry behind the wheel
die aligned the wheel
die assigned the wheel
die break wind the wheel
die combined the wheel
die confined the wheel
die declined the wheel
die defined the wheel

die designed the wheel
die inclined the wheel
die in kind the wheel
die maligned the wheel
die mankind the wheel
die north wind the wheel
die refined the wheel
die remind the wheel
die resigned the wheel
die trade wind the wheel
die unkind the wheel
die unlined the wheel
die unsigned the wheel
die unwind the wheel
die behind the creel
die behind the deal
die behind the eel
die behind the feel
die behind the heal
die behind the heel
die behind the keel
die behind the kneel
die behind the meal
die behind the neal
die behind the peal
die behind the peel
die behind the real
die behind the reel
die behind the riel
die behind the seal
die behind the seel
die behind the spiel
die behind the squeal
die behind the steal
die behind the steel
die behind the steele
die behind the stele
die behind the teal
die behind the veal
die behind the we’ll

die behind the zeal
ai for
aye for
bi for
buy for
by for
bye for
chi for
cry for
di for
dry for
dye for
eye for
fly for
fry for
guy for
hi for
high for
lie for
ly for
lye for
mei for
my for
nigh for
phi for
pi for
pie for
ply for
pry for
psi for
rye for
shy for
sigh for
sky for
sly for
spry for
spy for
sri for
sty for

tai for
thai for
thigh for
thy for
tie for
tri for
try for
vi for
vie for
why for
wry for
ai in boots
aye in boots
bi in boots
buy in boots
by in boots
bye in boots
chi in boots
cry in boots
di in boots
dry in boots
dye in boots
eye in boots
fly in boots
fry in boots
guy in boots
hi in boots
high in boots
lie in boots
ly in boots
lye in boots
mei in boots
my in boots
nigh in boots
phi in boots
pi in boots
pie in boots
ply in boots
pry in boots

psi in boots
rye in boots
shy in boots
sigh in boots
sky in boots
sly in boots
spry in boots
spy in boots
sri in boots
sty in boots
tai in boots
thai in boots
thigh in boots
thy in boots
tie in boots
tri in boots
try in boots
vi in boots
vie in boots
why in boots
wry in boots
die in bootes
die in fruits
die in roots
die in suits
ai is cast
aye is cast
bi is cast
buy is cast
by is cast
bye is cast
chi is cast
cry is cast
di is cast
dry is cast
dye is cast
eye is cast
fly is cast
fry is cast

guy is cast
hi is cast
high is cast
lie is cast
ly is cast
lye is cast
mei is cast
my is cast
nigh is cast
phi is cast
pi is cast
pie is cast
ply is cast
pry is cast
psi is cast
rye is cast
shy is cast
sigh is cast
sky is cast
sly is cast
spry is cast
spy is cast
sri is cast
sty is cast
tai is cast
thai is cast
thigh is cast
thy is cast
tie is cast
tri is cast
try is cast
vi is cast
vie is cast
why is cast
wry is cast
die is asked
die is bast
die is blast
die is caste
die is fast

die is glassed
die is last
die is massed
die is mast
die is nast
die is passed
die is past
die is vast
ai laughing
aye laughing
bi laughing
buy laughing
by laughing
bye laughing
chi laughing
cry laughing
di laughing
dry laughing
dye laughing
eye laughing
fly laughing
fry laughing
guy laughing
hi laughing
high laughing
lie laughing
ly laughing
lye laughing
mei laughing
my laughing
nigh laughing
phi laughing
pi laughing
pie laughing
ply laughing
pry laughing
psi laughing
rye laughing
shy laughing

sigh laughing
sky laughing
sly laughing
spry laughing
spy laughing
sri laughing
sty laughing
tai laughing
thai laughing
thigh laughing
thy laughing
tie laughing
tri laughing
try laughing
vi laughing
vie laughing
why laughing
wry laughing
ai of a broken heart
aye of a broken heart
bi of a broken heart
buy of a broken heart
by of a broken heart
bye of a broken heart
chi of a broken heart
cry of a broken heart
di of a broken heart
dry of a broken heart
dye of a broken heart
eye of a broken heart
fly of a broken heart
fry of a broken heart
guy of a broken heart
hi of a broken heart
high of a broken heart
lie of a broken heart
ly of a broken heart
lye of a broken heart
mei of a broken heart

my of a broken heart
nigh of a broken heart
phi of a broken heart
pi of a broken heart
pie of a broken heart
ply of a broken heart
pry of a broken heart
psi of a broken heart
rye of a broken heart
shy of a broken heart
sigh of a broken heart
sky of a broken heart
sly of a broken heart
spry of a broken heart
spy of a broken heart
sri of a broken heart
sty of a broken heart
tai of a broken heart
thai of a broken heart
thigh of a broken heart
thy of a broken heart
tie of a broken heart
tri of a broken heart
try of a broken heart
vi of a broken heart
vie of a broken heart
why of a broken heart
wry of a broken heart
die of a spoken heart
die of a token heart
die of a broken art
die of a broken bart
die of a broken cart
die of a broken carte
die of a broken chart
die of a broken dart
die of a broken fart
die of a broken hart
die of a broken mart
die of a broken part

die of a broken smart
die of a broken start
die of a broken tart
ai off
aye off
bi off
buy off
by off
bye off
chi off
cry off
di off
dry off
dye off
eye off
fly off
fry off
guy off
hi off
high off
lie off
ly off
lye off
mei off
my off
nigh off
phi off
pi off
pie off
ply off
pry off
psi off
rye off
shy off
sigh off
sky off
sly off
spry off
spy off

sri off
sty off
tai off
thai off
thigh off
thy off
tie off
tri off
try off
vi off
vie off
why off
wry off
ai out
aye out
bi out
buy out
by out
bye out
chi out
cry out
di out
dry out
dye out
eye out
fly out
fry out
guy out
hi out
high out
lie out
ly out
lye out
mei out
my out
nigh out
phi out
pi out
pie out

ply out
pry out
psi out
rye out
shy out
sigh out
sky out
sly out
spry out
spy out
sri out
sty out
tai out
thai out
thigh out
thy out
tie out
tri out
try out
vi out
vie out
why out
wry out
die bout
die clout
die doubt
die drought
die flout
die gout
die grout
die knout
die kraut
die lout
die pout
die rout
die route
die scout
die shout
die snout
die spout

die sprout
die stout
die tout
die trout
ai with boots on
aye with boots on
bi with boots on
buy with boots on
by with boots on
bye with boots on
chi with boots on
cry with boots on
di with boots on
dry with boots on
dye with boots on
eye with boots on
fly with boots on
fry with boots on
guy with boots on
hi with boots on
high with boots on
lie with boots on
ly with boots on
lye with boots on
mei with boots on
my with boots on
nigh with boots on
phi with boots on
pi with boots on
pie with boots on
ply with boots on
pry with boots on
psi with boots on
rye with boots on
shy with boots on
sigh with boots on
sky with boots on
sly with boots on
spry with boots on

spy with boots on
sri with boots on
sty with boots on
tai with boots on
thai with boots on
thigh with boots on
thy with boots on
tie with boots on
tri with boots on
try with boots on
vi with boots on
vie with boots on
why with boots on
wry with boots on
die with bootes on
die with fruits on
die with roots on
die with suits on
abstruse through
abuse through
accuse through
amuse through
bemuse through
caboose through
chartreuse through
confuse through
deduce through
defuse through
disuse through
enthuse through
excuse through
fruit juice through
il duce through
induce through
infuse through
let loose through
misuse through
obtuse through
peruse through

produce through
profuse through
recluse through
recuse through
red spruce through
reduce through
refuse through
reuse through
seduce through
snow goose through
suffuse through
tattoos through
transfuse through
white spruce through
big at
brig at
fig at
frigg at
gig at
jig at
mig at
pig at
prig at
rig at
sprig at
swig at
trig at
twig at
whig at
wig at
zig at
big heels in
brig heels in
fig heels in
frigg heels in
gig heels in
jig heels in
mig heels in

pig heels in
prig heels in
rig heels in
sprig heels in
swig heels in
trig heels in
twig heels in
whig heels in
wig heels in
zig heels in
dig meals in
dig seals in
dig wheels in
big in
brig in
fig in
frigg in
gig in
jig in
mig in
pig in
prig in
rig in
sprig in
swig in
trig in
twig in
whig in
wig in
zig in
big into
brig into
fig into
frigg into
gig into
jig into
mig into
pig into

prig into
rig into
sprig into
swig into
trig into
twig into
whig into
wig into
zig into
big into pocket
brig into pocket
fig into pocket
frigg into pocket
gig into pocket
jig into pocket
mig into pocket
pig into pocket
prig into pocket
rig into pocket
sprig into pocket
swig into pocket
trig into pocket
twig into pocket
whig into pocket
wig into pocket
zig into pocket
dig into docket
dig into rocket
dig into socket
dig into sprocket
big up
brig up
fig up
frigg up
gig up
jig up
mig up
pig up

prig up
rig up
sprig up
swig up
trig up
twig up
whig up
wig up
zig up
big up dirt
brig up dirt
fig up dirt
frigg up dirt
gig up dirt
jig up dirt
mig up dirt
pig up dirt
prig up dirt
rig up dirt
sprig up dirt
swig up dirt
trig up dirt
twig up dirt
whig up dirt
wig up dirt
zig up dirt
dig up bert
dig up blurt
dig up burt
dig up chert
dig up curt
dig up flirt
dig up girt
dig up hurt
dig up pert
dig up quirt
dig up shirt
dig up skirt
dig up spurt

dig up squirt
big up tomahawk
brig up tomahawk
fig up tomahawk
frigg up tomahawk
gig up tomahawk
jig up tomahawk
mig up tomahawk
pig up tomahawk
prig up tomahawk
rig up tomahawk
sprig up tomahawk
swig up tomahawk
trig up tomahawk
twig up tomahawk
whig up tomahawk
wig up tomahawk
zig up tomahawk
address from
aggress from
assess from
bench press from
caress from
compress from
confess from
depress from
distress from
egress from
excess from
express from
finesse from
fluoresce from
full dress from
impress from
largesse from
noblesse from
obsess from
oppress from

possess from
profess from
progress from
punch press from
recess from
redress from
regress from
repress from
success from
suppress from
transgress from
undress from
unless from
brim up
grim up
grimm up
gym up
him up
hymn up
jim up
kim up
limb up
prim up
rim up
scrim up
shim up
skim up
slim up
swim up
tim up
trim up
vim up
whim up
chime a dozen
chyme a dozen
climb a dozen
clime a dozen
crime a dozen

grime a dozen
I’m a dozen
lime a dozen
mime a dozen
prime a dozen
rhyme a dozen
slime a dozen
thyme a dozen
time a dozen
dime a cousin
dime a doesn’t
dinged bout
dinged clout
dinged doubt
dinged drought
dinged flout
dinged gout
dinged grout
dinged knout
dinged kraut
dinged lout
dinged pout
dinged rout
dinged route
dinged scout
dinged shout
dinged snout
dinged spout
dinged sprout
dinged stout
dinged tout
dinged trout
inner is served
pinner is served
printer is served
sinner is served
skinner is served
spinner is served

thinner is served
winner is served
blip in
chip in
clip in
drip in
flip in
grip in
grippe in
gyp in
hip in
kip in
lip in
nip in
pip in
quip in
rip in
scrip in
ship in
sip in
skip in
slip in
snip in
strip in
tcp/ip in
tip in
trip in
whip in
yip in
zip in
blip into
chip into
clip into
drip into
flip into
grip into
grippe into
gyp into

hip into
kip into
lip into
nip into
pip into
quip into
rip into
scrip into
ship into
sip into
skip into
slip into
snip into
strip into
tcp/ip into
tip into
trip into
whip into
yip into
zip into
blip into savings
chip into savings
clip into savings
drip into savings
flip into savings
grip into savings
grippe into savings
gyp into savings
hip into savings
kip into savings
lip into savings
nip into savings
pip into savings
quip into savings
rip into savings
scrip into savings
ship into savings
sip into savings
skip into savings

slip into savings
snip into savings
strip into savings
tcp/ip into savings
tip into savings
trip into savings
whip into savings
yip into savings
zip into savings
blip to
chip to
clip to
drip to
flip to
grip to
grippe to
gyp to
hip to
kip to
lip to
nip to
pip to
quip to
rip to
scrip to
ship to
sip to
skip to
slip to
snip to
strip to
tcp/ip to
tip to
trip to
whip to
yip to
zip to
affect at

bedecked at
collect at
confect at
connect at
correct at
defect at
deflect at
deject at
detect at
dissect at
effect at
eject at
elect at
erect at
expect at
infect at
inject at
inspect at
neglect at
object at
perfect at
project at
protect at
reflect at
reject at
respect at
select at
subject at
suspect at
unchecked at
affect attention to
bedecked attention to
collect attention to
confect attention to
connect attention to
correct attention to
defect attention to
deflect attention to
deject attention to

detect attention to
dissect attention to
effect attention to
eject attention to
elect attention to
erect attention to
expect attention to
infect attention to
inject attention to
inspect attention to
neglect attention to
object attention to
perfect attention to
project attention to
protect attention to
reflect attention to
reject attention to
respect attention to
select attention to
subject attention to
suspect attention to
unchecked attention to
direct ascension to
direct contention to
direct convention to
direct detention to
direct dimension to
direct dissension to
direct extension to
direct invention to
direct pretension to
direct prevention to
direct retention to
direct suspension to
bert cheap
blurt cheap
burt cheap
chert cheap
curt cheap

flirt cheap
girt cheap
hurt cheap
pert cheap
quirt cheap
shirt cheap
skirt cheap
spurt cheap
squirt cheap
dirt beep
dirt bleep
dirt cheep
dirt creep
dirt deep
dirt heap
dirt jeep
dirt keep
dirt leap
dirt peep
dirt reap
dirt seep
dirt sheep
dirt sleep
dirt steep
dirt sweep
dirt weep
dirty back
dirty black
dirty clack
dirty claque
dirty dak
dirty flack
dirty flak
dirty hack
dirty jack
dirty knack
dirty lac
dirty lack
dirty mac

dirty mack
dirty pac
dirty pack
dirty plaque
dirty quack
dirty rack
dirty sac
dirty sack
dirty shack
dirty slack
dirty smack
dirty snack
dirty stack
dirty tack
dirty thwack
dirty track
dirty whack
dirty wrack
dirty yack
dirty yak
dirty bands
dirty banns
dirty bans
dirty benz
dirty cannes
dirty cans
dirty fans
dirty glans
dirty hans
dirty lands
dirty pans
dirty plans
dirty sands
dirty scans
dirty stands
dirty trans
dirty book
dirty brook

dirty cook
dirty crook
dirty hook
dirty nook
dirty rook
dirty shook
dirty snook
dirty took
dirty bold man
dirty cold man
dirty fold man
dirty gold man
dirty hold man
dirty mold man
dirty mould man
dirty polled man
dirty rolled man
dirty scold man
dirty sold man
dirty soled man
dirty told man
dirty wold man
dirty old an
dirty old ane
dirty old ann
dirty old anne
dirty old ban
dirty old bran
dirty old can
dirty old cannes
dirty old clan
dirty old dan
dirty old fan
dirty old flan
dirty old jan
dirty old klan
dirty old lan
dirty old mann
dirty old pan

dirty old plan
dirty old quran
dirty old ran
dirty old san
dirty old scan
dirty old shan
dirty old span
dirty old stan
dirty old tan
dirty old than
dirty old van
apple juice of
child abuse of
drug abuse of
flag of truce of
gastric juice of
introduce of
lemon juice of
mother goose of
norway spruce of
on the loose of
orange juice of
overuse of
reproduce of
solan goose of
auctioneer into thin air
bandolier into thin air
barking deer into thin air
belvedere into thin air
bevel gear into thin air
bombardier into thin air
brigadier into thin air
buccaneer into thin air
cavalier into thin air
chandelier into thin air
chevalier into thin air
civil year into thin air
commandeer into thin air

common year into thin air
crystal clear into thin air
domineer into thin air
edward lear into thin air
engineer into thin air
fallow deer into thin air
financier into thin air
fiscal year into thin air
ginger beer into thin air
gondolier into thin air
holy year into thin air
inner ear into thin air
insincere into thin air
interfere into thin air
landing gear into thin air
lunar year into thin air
middle ear into thin air
musketeer into thin air
mutineer into thin air
outer ear into thin air
overhear into thin air
pamphleteer into thin air
persevere into thin air
pioneer into thin air
profiteer into thin air
puppeteer into thin air
racketeer into thin air
reappear into thin air
sightseer into thin air
solar year into thin air
souvenir into thin air
steering gear into thin air
volunteer into thin air
disappear into been air
disappear into bin air
disappear into chin air
disappear into din air
disappear into fin air
disappear into finn air
disappear into gin air

disappear into grin air
disappear into gwyn air
disappear into in air
disappear into inn air
disappear into kin air
disappear into lyn air
disappear into lynn air
disappear into min air
disappear into pin air
disappear into quin air
disappear into shin air
disappear into sin air
disappear into skin air
disappear into spin air
disappear into tin air
disappear into twin air
disappear into vin air
disappear into when air
disappear into win air
disappear into thin bare
disappear into thin bear
disappear into thin blair
disappear into thin blare
disappear into thin care
disappear into thin chair
disappear into thin claire
disappear into thin dare
disappear into thin err
disappear into thin fair
disappear into thin fare
disappear into thin flair
disappear into thin flare
disappear into thin glare
disappear into thin hair
disappear into thin hare
disappear into thin heir
disappear into thin herr
disappear into thin khmer
disappear into thin lair
disappear into thin mare

disappear into thin ne’er
disappear into thin pair
disappear into thin pare
disappear into thin pear
disappear into thin prayer
disappear into thin rare
disappear into thin scare
disappear into thin share
disappear into thin snare
disappear into thin spare
disappear into thin square
disappear into thin stair
disappear into thin stare
disappear into thin swear
disappear into thin tear
disappear into thin their
disappear into thin there
disappear into thin they’re
disappear into thin ware
disappear into thin wear
disappear into thin where
ankle joint with
boiling point with
breaking point with
case in point with
curie point with
dovetail joint with
elbow joint with
extreme point with
focal point with
freezing point with
gliding joint with
knuckle joint with
limit point with
melting point with
miter joint with
pedal point with
petit point with
pivot joint with

power point with
shoulder joint with
starting point with
talking point with
turning point with
vantage point with
vowel point with
adjourn between and
beech fern between and
concern between and
good turn between and
in turn between and
kick turn between and
male fern between and
return between and
sauterne between and
seed fern between and
stem turn between and
sweet fern between and
sword fern between and
tree fern between and
upturn between and
at large from
depth charge from
enlarge from
fixed charge from
recharge from
surcharge from
take charge from
arose to
bull nose to
compose to
depose to
dispose to
dog rose to
enclose to
expose to

foreclose to
impose to
musk rose to
non pros to
old rose to
oppose to
propose to
repose to
suppose to
tea rose to
transpose to
trunk hose to
wind rose to
encourage from
school bus with
anal stage from
batting cage from
come of age from
golden age from
iron age from
landing stage from
legal age from
living wage from
mental age from
middle age from
narrow gauge from
oral stage from
pressure gauge from
silver age from
squirrel cage from
standard gauge from
title page from
vacuum gauge from
water gauge from
wire gauge from
advise in

allies in
apprise in
arise in
baptize in
chastise in
comprise in
demise in
despise in
devise in
french fries in
implies in
incise in
pint-size in
reprise in
revise in
snake eyes in
supplies in
surmise in
surprise in
unwise in
adjusted at
fish on
ish on
knish on
squish on
swish on
wish on
fish out
ish out
knish out
squish out
swish out
wish out
dish bout
dish clout
dish doubt
dish drought

dish flout
dish gout
dish grout
dish knout
dish kraut
dish lout
dish pout
dish rout
dish route
dish scout
dish shout
dish snout
dish spout
dish sprout
dish stout
dish tout
dish trout
fish the dirt
ish the dirt
knish the dirt
squish the dirt
swish the dirt
wish the dirt
dish the bert
dish the blurt
dish the burt
dish the chert
dish the curt
dish the flirt
dish the girt
dish the hurt
dish the pert
dish the quirt
dish the shirt
dish the skirt
dish the spurt
dish the squirt
fish the dirt (on

ish the dirt (on
knish the dirt (on
squish the dirt (on
swish the dirt (on
wish the dirt (on
dish the bert (on
dish the blurt (on
dish the burt (on
dish the chert (on
dish the curt (on
dish the flirt (on
dish the girt (on
dish the hurt (on
dish the pert (on
dish the quirt (on
dish the shirt (on
dish the skirt (on
dish the spurt (on
dish the squirt (on
bacon rind to
bear in mind to
breaking wind to
broken wind to
drop behind to
frame of mind to
get behind to
leave behind to
peace of mind to
roller blind to
solar wind to
spring to mind to
state of mind to
unconfined to
undefined to
unrefined to
abyss as
amiss as
brown swiss as

french kiss as
remiss as
soul kiss as
attach to
detach to
fair catch to
mismatch to
night latch to
rematch to
slow match to
test match to
commence with
condense with
defence with
defense with
expense with
horse sense with
immense with
incense with
intense with
offense with
past tense with
pretense with
sixth sense with
sunk fence with
suspense with
arose of
bull nose of
compose of
depose of
disclose of
dog rose of
enclose of
expose of
foreclose of
impose of
musk rose of

non pros of
old rose of
oppose of
propose of
repose of
suppose of
tea rose of
transpose of
trunk hose of
wind rose of
absolve into
devolve into
evolve into
involve into
resolve into
revolve into
bank bill from
brazil from
breast drill from
distil from
downhill from
free will from
fulfill from
gin mill from
goodwill from
good will from
hand drill from
ill will from
instill from
pep pill from
refill from
seville from
show bill from
stamp mill from
steel mill from
tamil from
true bill from
twin bill from

twist drill from
until from
uphill from
chive into
drive into
five into
hive into
I’ve into
jive into
live into
shrive into
skive into
strive into
thrive into
chive off
drive off
five off
hive off
I’ve off
jive off
live off
shrive off
skive off
strive off
thrive off
converge from
emerge from
submerge from
abide fifty-fifty
allied fifty-fifty
applied fifty-fifty
aside fifty-fifty
astride fifty-fifty
beside fifty-fifty
betide fifty-fifty
collide fifty-fifty

confide fifty-fifty
decide fifty-fifty
denied fifty-fifty
deride fifty-fifty
east side fifty-fifty
flood tide fifty-fifty
high tide fifty-fifty
implied fifty-fifty
inside fifty-fifty
low tide fifty-fifty
misguide fifty-fifty
outside fifty-fifty
preside fifty-fifty
provide fifty-fifty
replied fifty-fifty
reside fifty-fifty
subside fifty-fifty
supplied fifty-fifty
untied fifty-fifty
untried fifty-fifty
upside fifty-fifty
war bride fifty-fifty
worldwide fifty-fifty
provided on
bleu a favour
blew a favour
blue a favour
boo a favour
brew a favour
chew a favour
chou a favour
chough a favour
clue a favour
coo a favour
coup a favour
crew a favour
cue a favour
dew a favour

doo a favour
drew a favour
du a favour
due a favour
ewe a favour
few a favour
flew a favour
flu a favour
flue a favour
glue a favour
gnu a favour
goo a favour
grew a favour
hew a favour
hue a favour
hugh a favour
jew a favour
knew a favour
ku a favour
leu a favour
lieu a favour
loo a favour
lou a favour
lu a favour
mew a favour
moo a favour
mu a favour
new a favour
nu a favour
ooh a favour
pew a favour
pu a favour
que a favour
queue a favour
roux a favour
ru a favour
rue a favour
screw a favour
shew a favour
shoe a favour

shoo a favour
shrew a favour
sioux a favour
skew a favour
slew a favour
sough a favour
spew a favour
sprue a favour
stew a favour
strew a favour
sue a favour
threw a favour
through a favour
to a favour
too a favour
true a favour
two a favour
view a favour
vu a favour
whew a favour
who a favour
woo a favour
wu a favour
yew a favour
you a favour
yue a favour
zoo a favour
bleu a job on
blew a job on
blue a job on
boo a job on
brew a job on
chew a job on
chou a job on
chough a job on
clue a job on
coo a job on
coup a job on
crew a job on

cue a job on
dew a job on
doo a job on
drew a job on
du a job on
due a job on
ewe a job on
few a job on
flew a job on
flu a job on
flue a job on
glue a job on
gnu a job on
goo a job on
grew a job on
hew a job on
hue a job on
hugh a job on
jew a job on
knew a job on
ku a job on
leu a job on
lieu a job on
loo a job on
lou a job on
lu a job on
mew a job on
moo a job on
mu a job on
new a job on
nu a job on
ooh a job on
pew a job on
pu a job on
que a job on
queue a job on
roux a job on
ru a job on
rue a job on
screw a job on

shew a job on
shoe a job on
shoo a job on
shrew a job on
sioux a job on
skew a job on
slew a job on
sough a job on
spew a job on
sprue a job on
stew a job on
strew a job on
sue a job on
threw a job on
through a job on
to a job on
too a job on
true a job on
two a job on
view a job on
vu a job on
whew a job on
who a job on
woo a job on
wu a job on
yew a job on
you a job on
yue a job on
zoo a job on
do a blob on
do a bob on
do a cob on
do a cobb on
do a daub on
do a fob on
do a glob on
do a globe on
do a gob on
do a hob on
do a knob on

do a lob on
do a lobe on
do a mob on
do a probe on
do a rob on
do a robe on
do a slob on
do a snob on
do a sob on
do a strobe on
do a swab on
do a throb on
bleu a kindness
blew a kindness
blue a kindness
boo a kindness
brew a kindness
chew a kindness
chou a kindness
chough a kindness
clue a kindness
coo a kindness
coup a kindness
crew a kindness
cue a kindness
dew a kindness
doo a kindness
drew a kindness
du a kindness
due a kindness
ewe a kindness
few a kindness
flew a kindness
flu a kindness
flue a kindness
glue a kindness
gnu a kindness
goo a kindness
grew a kindness

hew a kindness
hue a kindness
hugh a kindness
jew a kindness
knew a kindness
ku a kindness
leu a kindness
lieu a kindness
loo a kindness
lou a kindness
lu a kindness
mew a kindness
moo a kindness
mu a kindness
new a kindness
nu a kindness
ooh a kindness
pew a kindness
pu a kindness
que a kindness
queue a kindness
roux a kindness
ru a kindness
rue a kindness
screw a kindness
shew a kindness
shoe a kindness
shoo a kindness
shrew a kindness
sioux a kindness
skew a kindness
slew a kindness
sough a kindness
spew a kindness
sprue a kindness
stew a kindness
strew a kindness
sue a kindness
threw a kindness
through a kindness

to a kindness
too a kindness
true a kindness
two a kindness
view a kindness
vu a kindness
whew a kindness
who a kindness
woo a kindness
wu a kindness
yew a kindness
you a kindness
yue a kindness
zoo a kindness
bleu a moonlight flit
blew a moonlight flit
blue a moonlight flit
boo a moonlight flit
brew a moonlight flit
chew a moonlight flit
chou a moonlight flit
chough a moonlight flit
clue a moonlight flit
coo a moonlight flit
coup a moonlight flit
crew a moonlight flit
cue a moonlight flit
dew a moonlight flit
doo a moonlight flit
drew a moonlight flit
du a moonlight flit
due a moonlight flit
ewe a moonlight flit
few a moonlight flit
flew a moonlight flit
flu a moonlight flit
flue a moonlight flit
glue a moonlight flit
gnu a moonlight flit

goo a moonlight flit
grew a moonlight flit
hew a moonlight flit
hue a moonlight flit
hugh a moonlight flit
jew a moonlight flit
knew a moonlight flit
ku a moonlight flit
leu a moonlight flit
lieu a moonlight flit
loo a moonlight flit
lou a moonlight flit
lu a moonlight flit
mew a moonlight flit
moo a moonlight flit
mu a moonlight flit
new a moonlight flit
nu a moonlight flit
ooh a moonlight flit
pew a moonlight flit
pu a moonlight flit
que a moonlight flit
queue a moonlight flit
roux a moonlight flit
ru a moonlight flit
rue a moonlight flit
screw a moonlight flit
shew a moonlight flit
shoe a moonlight flit
shoo a moonlight flit
shrew a moonlight flit
sioux a moonlight flit
skew a moonlight flit
slew a moonlight flit
sough a moonlight flit
spew a moonlight flit
sprue a moonlight flit
stew a moonlight flit
strew a moonlight flit
sue a moonlight flit

threw a moonlight flit
through a moonlight flit
to a moonlight flit
too a moonlight flit
true a moonlight flit
two a moonlight flit
view a moonlight flit
vu a moonlight flit
whew a moonlight flit
who a moonlight flit
woo a moonlight flit
wu a moonlight flit
yew a moonlight flit
you a moonlight flit
yue a moonlight flit
zoo a moonlight flit
do a moonlight bit
do a moonlight brit
do a moonlight britt
do a moonlight chit
do a moonlight fit
do a moonlight get
do a moonlight grit
do a moonlight hit
do a moonlight it
do a moonlight kit
do a moonlight knit
do a moonlight lit
do a moonlight mitt
do a moonlight nit
do a moonlight pit
do a moonlight pitt
do a moonlight quit
do a moonlight schmidt
do a moonlight sit
do a moonlight skit
do a moonlight slit
do a moonlight spit
do a moonlight split
do a moonlight sprit

do a moonlight whit
do a moonlight wit
do a moonlight witt
do a moonlight writ
bleu a one-eighty
blew a one-eighty
blue a one-eighty
boo a one-eighty
brew a one-eighty
chew a one-eighty
chou a one-eighty
chough a one-eighty
clue a one-eighty
coo a one-eighty
coup a one-eighty
crew a one-eighty
cue a one-eighty
dew a one-eighty
doo a one-eighty
drew a one-eighty
du a one-eighty
due a one-eighty
ewe a one-eighty
few a one-eighty
flew a one-eighty
flu a one-eighty
flue a one-eighty
glue a one-eighty
gnu a one-eighty
goo a one-eighty
grew a one-eighty
hew a one-eighty
hue a one-eighty
hugh a one-eighty
jew a one-eighty
knew a one-eighty
ku a one-eighty
leu a one-eighty
lieu a one-eighty

loo a one-eighty
lou a one-eighty
lu a one-eighty
mew a one-eighty
moo a one-eighty
mu a one-eighty
new a one-eighty
nu a one-eighty
ooh a one-eighty
pew a one-eighty
pu a one-eighty
que a one-eighty
queue a one-eighty
roux a one-eighty
ru a one-eighty
rue a one-eighty
screw a one-eighty
shew a one-eighty
shoe a one-eighty
shoo a one-eighty
shrew a one-eighty
sioux a one-eighty
skew a one-eighty
slew a one-eighty
sough a one-eighty
spew a one-eighty
sprue a one-eighty
stew a one-eighty
strew a one-eighty
sue a one-eighty
threw a one-eighty
through a one-eighty
to a one-eighty
too a one-eighty
true a one-eighty
two a one-eighty
view a one-eighty
vu a one-eighty
whew a one-eighty
who a one-eighty

woo a one-eighty
wu a one-eighty
yew a one-eighty
you a one-eighty
yue a one-eighty
zoo a one-eighty
do an an-eighty
do a bun-eighty
do a done-eighty
do a donne-eighty
do a dun-eighty
do a fun-eighty
do a gun-eighty
do a hun-eighty
do a none-eighty
do a nun-eighty
do a pun-eighty
do a run-eighty
do a shun-eighty
do a son-eighty
do a spun-eighty
do a stun-eighty
do a sun-eighty
do a ton-eighty
do a tonne-eighty
do an un-eighty
do a won-eighty
bleu a world of good
blew a world of good
blue a world of good
boo a world of good
brew a world of good
chew a world of good
chou a world of good
chough a world of good
clue a world of good
coo a world of good
coup a world of good
crew a world of good

cue a world of good
dew a world of good
doo a world of good
drew a world of good
du a world of good
due a world of good
ewe a world of good
few a world of good
flew a world of good
flu a world of good
flue a world of good
glue a world of good
gnu a world of good
goo a world of good
grew a world of good
hew a world of good
hue a world of good
hugh a world of good
jew a world of good
knew a world of good
ku a world of good
leu a world of good
lieu a world of good
loo a world of good
lou a world of good
lu a world of good
mew a world of good
moo a world of good
mu a world of good
new a world of good
nu a world of good
ooh a world of good
pew a world of good
pu a world of good
que a world of good
queue a world of good
roux a world of good
ru a world of good
rue a world of good
screw a world of good

shew a world of good
shoe a world of good
shoo a world of good
shrew a world of good
sioux a world of good
skew a world of good
slew a world of good
sough a world of good
spew a world of good
sprue a world of good
stew a world of good
strew a world of good
sue a world of good
threw a world of good
through a world of good
to a world of good
too a world of good
true a world of good
two a world of good
view a world of good
vu a world of good
whew a world of good
who a world of good
woo a world of good
wu a world of good
yew a world of good
you a world of good
yue a world of good
zoo a world of good
do a world of could
do a world of hood
do a world of should
do a world of stood
do a world of wood
do a world of would
do a world of you’d
bleu any favours
blew any favours
blue any favours

boo any favours
brew any favours
chew any favours
chou any favours
chough any favours
clue any favours
coo any favours
coup any favours
crew any favours
cue any favours
dew any favours
doo any favours
drew any favours
du any favours
due any favours
ewe any favours
few any favours
flew any favours
flu any favours
flue any favours
glue any favours
gnu any favours
goo any favours
grew any favours
hew any favours
hue any favours
hugh any favours
jew any favours
knew any favours
ku any favours
leu any favours
lieu any favours
loo any favours
lou any favours
lu any favours
mew any favours
moo any favours
mu any favours
new any favours
nu any favours

ooh any favours
pew any favours
pu any favours
que any favours
queue any favours
roux any favours
ru any favours
rue any favours
screw any favours
shew any favours
shoe any favours
shoo any favours
shrew any favours
sioux any favours
skew any favours
slew any favours
sough any favours
spew any favours
sprue any favours
stew any favours
strew any favours
sue any favours
threw any favours
through any favours
to any favours
too any favours
true any favours
two any favours
view any favours
vu any favours
whew any favours
who any favours
woo any favours
wu any favours
yew any favours
you any favours
yue any favours
zoo any favours
do bennie favours
do benny favours

do jenny favours
do many favours
do penny favours
do plenty favours
do twenty favours
bleu away with
blew away with
blue away with
boo away with
brew away with
chew away with
chou away with
chough away with
clue away with
coo away with
coup away with
crew away with
cue away with
dew away with
doo away with
drew away with
du away with
due away with
ewe away with
few away with
flew away with
flu away with
flue away with
glue away with
gnu away with
goo away with
grew away with
hew away with
hue away with
hugh away with
jew away with
knew away with
ku away with
leu away with

lieu away with
loo away with
lou away with
lu away with
mew away with
moo away with
mu away with
new away with
nu away with
ooh away with
pew away with
pu away with
que away with
queue away with
roux away with
ru away with
rue away with
screw away with
shew away with
shoe away with
shoo away with
shrew away with
sioux away with
skew away with
slew away with
sough away with
spew away with
sprue away with
stew away with
strew away with
sue away with
threw away with
through away with
to away with
too away with
true away with
two away with
view away with
vu away with
whew away with

who away with
woo away with
wu away with
yew away with
you away with
yue away with
zoo away with
do abbe with
do allay with
do array with
do astray with
do ballet with
do betray with
do blue jay with
do bombay with
do bouquet with
do buffet with
do cafe with
do cathay with
do chalet with
do child’s play with
do cliche with
do convey with
do crochet with
do croquet with
do decay with
do defray with
do delay with
do dismay with
do display with
do dossier with
do essay with
do feast day with
do field day with
do filet with
do fillet with
do flag day with
do foul play with
do give way with
do good day with

do gray jay with
do green bay with
do hair spray with
do halfway with
do ira with
do leap day with
do lord’s day with
do make way with
do match play with
do may day with
do moray with
do name day with
do nikkei with
do obey with
do ok with
do okay with
do parfait with
do parquet with
do passe with
do portray with
do prepay with
do puree with
do purvey with
do red bay with
do repay with
do replay with
do risque with
do sachet with
do saint’s day with
do saute with
do school day with
do se with
do sick pay with
do soiree with
do sorbet with
do souffle with
do squeeze play with
do strike pay with
do stroke play with
do survey with

do sweet bay with
do tea tray with
do today with
do toupee with
do twelfth day with
do valet with
do x-ray with
bleu best
blew best
blue best
boo best
brew best
chew best
chou best
chough best
clue best
coo best
coup best
crew best
cue best
dew best
doo best
drew best
du best
due best
ewe best
few best
flew best
flu best
flue best
glue best
gnu best
goo best
grew best
hew best
hue best
hugh best
jew best
knew best

ku best
leu best
lieu best
loo best
lou best
lu best
mew best
moo best
mu best
new best
nu best
ooh best
pew best
pu best
que best
queue best
roux best
ru best
rue best
screw best
shew best
shoe best
shoo best
shrew best
sioux best
skew best
slew best
sough best
spew best
sprue best
stew best
strew best
sue best
threw best
through best
to best
too best
true best
two best
view best

vu best
whew best
who best
woo best
wu best
yew best
you best
yue best
zoo best
do blessed
do blest
do breast
do chest
do crest
do dressed
do fest
do guessed
do guest
do jest
do lest
do messed
do nest
do pest
do pressed
do quest
do rest
do stressed
do test
do vest
do west
do wrest
do zest
bleu bit
blew bit
blue bit
boo bit
brew bit
chew bit
chou bit

chough bit
clue bit
coo bit
coup bit
crew bit
cue bit
dew bit
doo bit
drew bit
du bit
due bit
ewe bit
few bit
flew bit
flu bit
flue bit
glue bit
gnu bit
goo bit
grew bit
hew bit
hue bit
hugh bit
jew bit
knew bit
ku bit
leu bit
lieu bit
loo bit
lou bit
lu bit
mew bit
moo bit
mu bit
new bit
nu bit
ooh bit
pew bit
pu bit
que bit

queue bit
roux bit
ru bit
rue bit
screw bit
shew bit
shoe bit
shoo bit
shrew bit
sioux bit
skew bit
slew bit
sough bit
spew bit
sprue bit
stew bit
strew bit
sue bit
threw bit
through bit
to bit
too bit
true bit
two bit
view bit
vu bit
whew bit
who bit
woo bit
wu bit
yew bit
you bit
yue bit
zoo bit
do brit
do britt
do chit
do fit
do flit
do get

do grit
do hit
do it
do kit
do knit
do lit
do mitt
do nit
do pit
do pitt
do quit
do schmidt
do sit
do skit
do slit
do spit
do split
do sprit
do whit
do wit
do witt
do writ
bleu by halves
blew by halves
blue by halves
boo by halves
brew by halves
chew by halves
chou by halves
chough by halves
clue by halves
coo by halves
coup by halves
crew by halves
cue by halves
dew by halves
doo by halves
drew by halves
du by halves

due by halves
ewe by halves
few by halves
flew by halves
flu by halves
flue by halves
glue by halves
gnu by halves
goo by halves
grew by halves
hew by halves
hue by halves
hugh by halves
jew by halves
knew by halves
ku by halves
leu by halves
lieu by halves
loo by halves
lou by halves
lu by halves
mew by halves
moo by halves
mu by halves
new by halves
nu by halves
ooh by halves
pew by halves
pu by halves
que by halves
queue by halves
roux by halves
ru by halves
rue by halves
screw by halves
shew by halves
shoe by halves
shoo by halves
shrew by halves
sioux by halves

skew by halves
slew by halves
sough by halves
spew by halves
sprue by halves
stew by halves
strew by halves
sue by halves
threw by halves
through by halves
to by halves
too by halves
true by halves
two by halves
view by halves
vu by halves
whew by halves
who by halves
woo by halves
wu by halves
yew by halves
you by halves
yue by halves
zoo by halves
bleu credit to
blew credit to
blue credit to
boo credit to
brew credit to
chew credit to
chou credit to
chough credit to
clue credit to
coo credit to
coup credit to
crew credit to
cue credit to
dew credit to
doo credit to

drew credit to
du credit to
due credit to
ewe credit to
few credit to
flew credit to
flu credit to
flue credit to
glue credit to
gnu credit to
goo credit to
grew credit to
hew credit to
hue credit to
hugh credit to
jew credit to
knew credit to
ku credit to
leu credit to
lieu credit to
loo credit to
lou credit to
lu credit to
mew credit to
moo credit to
mu credit to
new credit to
nu credit to
ooh credit to
pew credit to
pu credit to
que credit to
queue credit to
roux credit to
ru credit to
rue credit to
screw credit to
shew credit to
shoe credit to
shoo credit to

shrew credit to
sioux credit to
skew credit to
slew credit to
sough credit to
spew credit to
sprue credit to
stew credit to
strew credit to
sue credit to
threw credit to
through credit to
to credit to
too credit to
true credit to
two credit to
view credit to
vu credit to
whew credit to
who credit to
woo credit to
wu credit to
yew credit to
you credit to
yue credit to
zoo credit to
do edit to
bleu damnedest
blew damnedest
blue damnedest
boo damnedest
brew damnedest
chew damnedest
chou damnedest
chough damnedest
clue damnedest
coo damnedest
coup damnedest
crew damnedest

cue damnedest
dew damnedest
doo damnedest
drew damnedest
du damnedest
due damnedest
ewe damnedest
few damnedest
flew damnedest
flu damnedest
flue damnedest
glue damnedest
gnu damnedest
goo damnedest
grew damnedest
hew damnedest
hue damnedest
hugh damnedest
jew damnedest
knew damnedest
ku damnedest
leu damnedest
lieu damnedest
loo damnedest
lou damnedest
lu damnedest
mew damnedest
moo damnedest
mu damnedest
new damnedest
nu damnedest
ooh damnedest
pew damnedest
pu damnedest
que damnedest
queue damnedest
roux damnedest
ru damnedest
rue damnedest
screw damnedest

shew damnedest
shoe damnedest
shoo damnedest
shrew damnedest
sioux damnedest
skew damnedest
slew damnedest
sough damnedest
spew damnedest
sprue damnedest
stew damnedest
strew damnedest
sue damnedest
threw damnedest
through damnedest
to damnedest
too damnedest
true damnedest
two damnedest
view damnedest
vu damnedest
whew damnedest
who damnedest
woo damnedest
wu damnedest
yew damnedest
you damnedest
yue damnedest
zoo damnedest
bleu drugs
blew drugs
blue drugs
boo drugs
brew drugs
chew drugs
chou drugs
chough drugs
clue drugs
coo drugs

coup drugs
crew drugs
cue drugs
dew drugs
doo drugs
drew drugs
du drugs
due drugs
ewe drugs
few drugs
flew drugs
flu drugs
flue drugs
glue drugs
gnu drugs
goo drugs
grew drugs
hew drugs
hue drugs
hugh drugs
jew drugs
knew drugs
ku drugs
leu drugs
lieu drugs
loo drugs
lou drugs
lu drugs
mew drugs
moo drugs
mu drugs
new drugs
nu drugs
ooh drugs
pew drugs
pu drugs
que drugs
queue drugs
roux drugs
ru drugs

rue drugs
screw drugs
shew drugs
shoe drugs
shoo drugs
shrew drugs
sioux drugs
skew drugs
slew drugs
sough drugs
spew drugs
sprue drugs
stew drugs
strew drugs
sue drugs
threw drugs
through drugs
to drugs
too drugs
true drugs
two drugs
view drugs
vu drugs
whew drugs
who drugs
woo drugs
wu drugs
yew drugs
you drugs
yue drugs
zoo drugs
do bugs
do hugs
bleu duty as
blew duty as
blue duty as
boo duty as
brew duty as
chew duty as

chou duty as
chough duty as
clue duty as
coo duty as
coup duty as
crew duty as
cue duty as
dew duty as
doo duty as
drew duty as
du duty as
due duty as
ewe duty as
few duty as
flew duty as
flu duty as
flue duty as
glue duty as
gnu duty as
goo duty as
grew duty as
hew duty as
hue duty as
hugh duty as
jew duty as
knew duty as
ku duty as
leu duty as
lieu duty as
loo duty as
lou duty as
lu duty as
mew duty as
moo duty as
mu duty as
new duty as
nu duty as
ooh duty as
pew duty as
pu duty as

que duty as
queue duty as
roux duty as
ru duty as
rue duty as
screw duty as
shew duty as
shoe duty as
shoo duty as
shrew duty as
sioux duty as
skew duty as
slew duty as
sough duty as
spew duty as
sprue duty as
stew duty as
strew duty as
sue duty as
threw duty as
through duty as
to duty as
too duty as
true duty as
two duty as
view duty as
vu duty as
whew duty as
who duty as
woo duty as
wu duty as
yew duty as
you duty as
yue duty as
zoo duty as
do beauty as
do bootie as
do booty as
do fruity as
do snooty as

do sooty as
bleu head in
blew head in
blue head in
boo head in
brew head in
chew head in
chou head in
chough head in
clue head in
coo head in
coup head in
crew head in
cue head in
dew head in
doo head in
drew head in
du head in
due head in
ewe head in
few head in
flew head in
flu head in
flue head in
glue head in
gnu head in
goo head in
grew head in
hew head in
hue head in
hugh head in
jew head in
knew head in
ku head in
leu head in
lieu head in
loo head in
lou head in
lu head in

mew head in
moo head in
mu head in
new head in
nu head in
ooh head in
pew head in
pu head in
que head in
queue head in
roux head in
ru head in
rue head in
screw head in
shew head in
shoe head in
shoo head in
shrew head in
sioux head in
skew head in
slew head in
sough head in
spew head in
sprue head in
stew head in
strew head in
sue head in
threw head in
through head in
to head in
too head in
true head in
two head in
view head in
vu head in
whew head in
who head in
woo head in
wu head in
yew head in

you head in
yue head in
zoo head in
do bed in
do bled in
do bread in
do bred in
do dead in
do dread in
do ed in
do fed in
do fled in
do fred in
do lead in
do led in
do med in
do ned in
do pled in
do read in
do red in
do said in
do shed in
do shred in
do sled in
do spread in
do stead in
do ted in
do thread in
do tread in
do wed in
do zed in
bleu me a favour!
blew me a favour!
blue me a favour!
boo me a favour!
brew me a favour!
chew me a favour!
chou me a favour!
chough me a favour!

clue me a favour!
coo me a favour!
coup me a favour!
crew me a favour!
cue me a favour!
dew me a favour!
doo me a favour!
drew me a favour!
du me a favour!
due me a favour!
ewe me a favour!
few me a favour!
flew me a favour!
flu me a favour!
flue me a favour!
glue me a favour!
gnu me a favour!
goo me a favour!
grew me a favour!
hew me a favour!
hue me a favour!
hugh me a favour!
jew me a favour!
knew me a favour!
ku me a favour!
leu me a favour!
lieu me a favour!
loo me a favour!
lou me a favour!
lu me a favour!
mew me a favour!
moo me a favour!
mu me a favour!
new me a favour!
nu me a favour!
ooh me a favour!
pew me a favour!
pu me a favour!
que me a favour!
queue me a favour!

roux me a favour!
ru me a favour!
rue me a favour!
screw me a favour!
shew me a favour!
shoe me a favour!
shoo me a favour!
shrew me a favour!
sioux me a favour!
skew me a favour!
slew me a favour!
sough me a favour!
spew me a favour!
sprue me a favour!
stew me a favour!
strew me a favour!
sue me a favour!
threw me a favour!
through me a favour!
to me a favour!
too me a favour!
true me a favour!
two me a favour!
view me a favour!
vu me a favour!
whew me a favour!
who me a favour!
woo me a favour!
wu me a favour!
yew me a favour!
you me a favour!
yue me a favour!
zoo me a favour!

